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The recently discovered K-Fe-Se high temperature superconductor has caused heated debate regarding the
nature of its parent compound [1–9]. Transport, ARPES and STM measurements have suggested that its parent
compound could be insulating, semiconducting or even metallic [6–8]. Because the magnetic ground states
associated with these different phases have not yet been identified and the relationship between magnetism and
superconductivity is not fully understood [2–5, 9], the real parent compound of this system remains elusive.
Here we report neutron diffraction experiments which reveal a semiconducting antiferromagnetic (AF) phase
with rhombus iron vacancy order. The magnetic order of the semiconducting phase is the same as the stripe AF
order of the iron pnictide parent compounds. Moreover, while the
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5 block AF phase coexists with su-
perconductivity, the stripe AF order is suppressed by it. This leads us to conjecture that the new semiconducting
magnetic ordered phase is the true parent phase of this superconductor.

Identifying the parent compound of a high temperature su-
perconductor and understanding its magnetic and structural
properties are important because the fluctuating version ofthe
ordered magnetic mode can be the trigger of Cooper pairing
[10, 11]. In the parent compounds of the cuprate supercon-
ductors, it is well established that the antiferromagnetic(AF)
order arises from superexchange interactions between local
moments driven by strong electron correlations [10]. How-
ever, the origin of the magnetism in the iron pnictides is still
a matter of debate. It is widely believed that the magnetism is
related to Fermi surface scattering, since the AF order is char-
acterized by a wave vector connecting centers of the electron
and hole Fermi surfaces [11]. Alternatively, a local moment
picture has also been proposed for the iron pnictides, similar
to that of the cuprates [12–15]. The recently discovered alkali
metal intercalated iron selenide superconductors AxFe2−ySe2

(A=K, Rb, Cs) has attracted great interest because they dis-
play a variety of properties unprecedented for the cuprates
and iron pnictides [1, 9]. For example, ARPES measurements
have suggested that the normal state Fermi surface of the su-
perconducting compound does not have any hole pockets [16–
18]. In terms of their magnetic properties, the AxFe2−ySe2 su-
perconductors are equally unusual. Early work suggested that
a strong
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5 block AF order coexists with superconduc-
tivity [2]; while recently, growing evidence suggests thatthe
block AF phase is spatially separated from the superconduct-
ing phase [7, 19–23] and that superconductivity only existsin
a minority phase with no block AF order [8, 24–27]. In addi-
tion, ARPES and transport measurements have identified sev-
eral different phases in the KxFe2−ySe2 compounds: an insu-
lating phase with a 500 meV band gap (from now on we refer
to it as the ”insulating” phase), a small gap insulating phase
with a 40 meV gap (from now on we refer to it as the ”semi-
conducting” phase), and a superconducting phase with only
electron-like Fermi surfaces [7]. The same measurements also
suggested that the band structure of the superconducting phase

was more similar to that of the semiconducting phase rather
than that of the insulating phase [7]. This, plus our finding
that the semiconducting AF phase and superconductivity mu-
tually suppress each other, leads us to conjecture that the new
phase we shall report in the following is the parent state of
superconductivity. However, more detailed studies of how the
magnetic excitation evolve from the semiconducting AF phase
to the superconducting phase is needed to confirm this conjec-
ture and gain deeper insight into the relationship between the
magnetism in this phase and Cooper pairing.

We use neutron diffraction to study the structure, magnetic
order and stoichiometry of a series of KxFe2−ySe2 compounds.
High quality single crystals were grown with the Bridgman
technique as described elsewhere in detail [28]. The transport
properties are characterized by the in-plane resistivity which
displays insulating, semiconducting or superconducting be-
havior (Fig. 1a). These results are similar to those in previous
reports [7]. The neutron scattering measurements were car-
ried out on the HB-3A four circle single-crystal diffractome-
ter at the High-Flux Isotope Reactor at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory. The neutron wavelength employed was 1.000 Å
using a bent perfect Si-331 monochromator. No higher or-
der neutron reflection is allowed with this experimental setup.
We define the wave vectorQ at (qx, qy, qz) as (h, k, l)=
(qxa/2π, qya/2π, qzc/2π) reciprocal lattice units (r.l.u.) in the
orthorhombic unit cell to facilitate comparison with the iron
pnictides. The neutron diffraction data refinements are based
on more than 200 magnetic and nuclear reflections with the
program FULLPROF [29].

Fig. 1b and 1c display the magnetic and nuclear peaks as-
sociated with the
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5 reconstruction at 5 K in the insulat-
ing sample. These superstructure peaks can be fully described
with the
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5×
√

5 block AF order and iron vacancy order, con-
sistent with the results reported previously [2, 4, 5]. Our re-
finements suggest that this sample has a pure K2Fe4Se5 (245)
phase (or K0.8Fe1.6Se2) with a magnetic moment∼ 3.2(1)µB
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FIG. 1. Resistivity of various KxFe2−ySe2 samples, and
√

5 ×
√

5
superstructure reflections of the insulating K0.8Fe1.6Se2. The Bragg
reflections of insulating K0.8Fe1.6Se2 can be fully described with√

5×
√

5 block AF order and iron vacancy order. (a) In-plane resistiv-
ity as a function of temperature for the insulating sample, the semi-
conducting sample and the superconducting sample with theTc= 30
K. The resistivity of the superconducting sample is multiplied by 2.
(b) Magnetic reflection associated with

√
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5 block AF order of
the insulating sample. (c) Nuclear reflection associated with
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5
iron vacancy order of the insulating sample. The lattice parameters
of the insulating sample area=b=5.504(3) Å,c=14.03(6) Å at 5 K
in the orthorhombic notation. The error bars indicate one standard
deviation throughout the paper.

(Table 1).

The most striking discovery is that in addition to the
√

5×√
5 superstructure peaks, we also observe in the semiconduct-

ing sample magnetic Bragg peaks at the
√

2 ×
√

2 positions
at 5K (Fig. 2c-2f). Here
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2 corresponds to (10l) in
the orthorhombic unit cell shown in Fig. 2a. These peak in-
tensities are significantly suppressed on warming to 300 K,
indicative of a magnetic phase transition (Fig. 2c-2f). Thede-
tailed temperature dependences of the (103) and (105) peaks
show clear kinks at aroundTN = 280 K, suggesting a second
order phase transition (Fig. 3a and 3b). Interestingly, some
weak superstructure peaks are still present above 280 K; these
peaks exhibit negligible temperature dependence between 280
K and 450 K (Fig. 2 and 3), demonstrating that the residual
scattering is nuclear in origin. Our structual refinements sug-
gest that the scattering above 280 K could be associated witha
rhombus iron vacancy order in the ThCr2Si2-type (122) phase
as shown in Fig. 2a and 2b.

To determine the detailed magnetic structure in the 122
phase, we analyzed the integrated intensity of a series of mag-
netic Bragg reflections. The peak intensity increases from (1
0 1) to (1 0 3), and then decreases at (1 0 5), implying that the
magnetic moments lie in theab plane, which is completely
different from the

√
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5 block AF order with the moment
along thec axis. Refinements reveal that the magnetic peak
intensities follow the Fe2+ magnetic form factor and can be
described with the same stripe type magnetic structure as the
iron pnictide parent compounds (Fig. 2a and 2b). The Fe mo-

TABLE I. Refined structural parameters of 245 phase and 122 phase
in insulating, semiconducting and superconducting KxFe2−ySe2

Superconductor Semiconductor Insulator

Average Composition K0.85Fe1.61Se2 K0.81Fe1.58Se2 K0.80Fe1.60Se2

Phase 122, 245 122 , 245 245

Phase Ratio 16.7% : 83.3% 25.2% : 74.8% 1

Moment (µB) 0 , 3.3(1) 2.8(1) , 3.4(1) 3.2(1)
K Occupancy 0.88(6) , 0.84(7) 0.85(7) , 0.80(6) 0.80(7)
Fe Occupancy 1.63(3) , 1.60(1) 1.54(2) , 1.60(1) 1.60(1)
Se Occupancy 2, 2 2 , 2 2

R1 0.0334, 0.0363 0.0475, 0.0555 0.0384
wRF2 0.0828, 0.0763 0.0641, 0.116 0.0719
χ2 0.894, 0.533 0.539, 1.017 0.392

ment is antiferromagnetically ordered along thea andc axes
and ferromagnetically ordered along theb axis with the mo-
ment parallel to thea axis. Here thea axis is parallel to the
short diagonal of the iron vacancy rhombus (Fig. 2a and 2b).

By taking into account the
√

5 ×
√

5 iron vacancy or-
dered phase (245 phase) together with the 122 phase with the
stripe AF order and the rhombus iron vacancy order discussed
above, we can completely determine the magnetic and lat-
tice structure parameters in the semiconducting sample (Ta-
ble 1). Based on our refinements, the fractions of the 245
phase and 122 phase in the semiconducting sample amount to
∼ 74.8% and∼ 25.2%, respectively. The refined stoichiom-
etry of the 122 phase is K0.85Fe1.54Se2. The iron moments
of the stripe type AF order and block AF order are 2.8(1)
µB and 3.4(1) µB, respectively. We notice that the moment
and stoichiometry of the block AF order phase in the semi-
conducting sample are close to those of pure 245 phase of
the insulating sample, which is consistent with the fact that
they have similar Neel temperatures (Table 1) [7]. In a simi-
lar KxFe2−ySe2 sample, ARPES measurements also observed
two different phases: an insulating phase with a 500 meV gap
and a semiconducting phase with a 40 meV gap [7]. Based on
the above observations, we identify the stripe AF ordered 122
phase as the semiconducting phase discussed earlier. Remark-
ably, a first principle calculation has predicted the essentially
correct magnetic structure and iron vacancy order in a 122
type structure in KFe1.5Se2 [30]. The same calculation also
suggests that this system is a band semiconductor with a 121
meV gap [30]. Therefore, we believe that the K0.85Fe1.54Se2

phase with the 122 structure discovered here is an antiferro-
magnetic band semiconductor, in contrast to the Mott insulat-
ing cuprates and metallic iron pnictides. We note that the re-
fined potassium concentration deviates slightly from the com-
mensurate KFe1.5Se2 phase, which could be due to the pres-
ence of disordered and localized vacancies or interstitials.

In addition to the results shown in Fig. 2, Fig. 3a and
3b, we also performed similar measurements in another semi-
conducting sample (semiconducting sample B). Very similar
stripe type AF structure and magnetic order parameter temper-
ature dependence are also observed (Fig. 3c), demonstrating
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FIG. 2. Stripe type magnetic order and rhombus iron vacancy order of semiconducting K0.85Fe1.54Se2. (a) The three-dimensional stripe type
magnetic structure of iron as determined from our neutron diffraction data. (b) The in-plane magnetic structure and rhombus iron vacancy
order. The red dashed line marks the rhombus iron vacancy order. (c-f) A series of temperature dependence magnetic and nuclear reflections
associated with the stripe type magnetic order and rhombus iron vacancy order. The extra intensities appearing at 5 K areassociated with
development of long range AF order. The residual intensities at 300 K are due to rhombus iron vacancy order. (c) Omega scans nearQ=(1 0
1); (d) Q=(1 0 3); (e)Q=(1 0 5); (f) Q=(3 0 1).

that the stripe type AF order is an intrinsic property of semi-
conducting samples.

We now discuss our results in the superconducting sam-
ple. Several STM measurements have suggested that super-
conducting samples contain both an insulating

√
5×
√

5 iron
vacancy order phase and a superconducting 122 type phase
with

√
2 ×
√

2 superstructure which are spatially separated
[8, 24, 25]. Our refinements suggest that the fractions of 245
phase and 122 phase (refined stoichiometry K0.88Fe1.63Se2)
amount to∼ 83.3% and∼ 16.7%, respectively (Table 1). In-
terestingly, while the block AF order (refined moment 3.3(1)
µB) in this sample is still close to that of pure 245 phase, the
stripe type AF order and rhombus iron vacancy order are com-
pletely suppressed in the superconducting sample. Although
some weak

√
2×
√

2 reconstruction reflections are still present
(Fig. 4b-4f), their integrated intensities cannot be decribed
with stripe AF order or rhombus iron vacancy order. These
weak reflections display negligeable temperature dependences
between 5 K and 300 K, indicating that they are nuclear in ori-
gin. Our refinement suggests that this

√
2×
√

2 superstructure
could be due to the Se distortion as illustrated in Fig. 4a and

4b. We note that the iron and potassium concentrations in
the superconducting sample are higher than those of the 122
phase of the semiconducting sample, which naturally implies
that the extra iron and potassium would introduce electron
doping and thus suppress the stripe type AF order. The ex-
tra iron is also expected to suppress the rhombus iron vacancy
order. Therefore, our findings suggest that this magnetic or-
dered semiconducting K0.85Fe1.54Se2 is intimately related to
the superconducting phase. Moreover, the magnetic moment
of the

√
5 ×
√

5 block AF order in the 245 phase is essen-
tially unchanged in the insulating, semiconducting and super-
conducting samples, implying that this phase is not directly
relevant to the superconductivity (Table 1).

In summary, we have discovered a semiconducting anti-
ferromagnetic phase (K0.85Fe1.54Se2) with a rhombus iron va-
cancy order in the background of the 122 type structure (Fig.
2a and 2b). The magnetic structure, iron vacancy structure and
magnetic moment (∼ 2.8 µB) of K0.85Fe1.54Se2 are consistent
with first principle calculations that suggest a band semicon-
ducting ground state in this system [30]. Based on the fact
that this new magnetic phase is completely suppressed in the
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FIG. 3. Magnetic order parameter in two different semiconducting
K0.85Fe1.54Se2 samples. The temperature dependence of the mag-
netic Bragg peak intensities display second order magneticphase
transition with the Neel temperatureTN= 280 K. (a) Temperature
dependence ofQ=(1 0 5) magnetic peak of the sample A. (b) Tem-
perature dependence ofQ=(1 0 3) magnetic peak of the sample A.
(c) Temperature dependence ofQ=(1 0 3) magnetic peak of the sam-
ple B. (d) Temperature dependence of the omega scans ofQ=(1 0 3)
peak of sample B. The peak exhibits little temperature dependence
between 300 K and 450 K, indicating the residual intensity above
280 K is associated with the rhombus iron vacancy order.

superconducting sample and the composition change going
from the semiconducting antiferromagnetic to superconduct-
ing sample, we conjecture that the superconducting state is
derived from the newly discovered magnetic phase upon elec-
tron doping. The discovery of a band semiconducting antifer-
romagnet bordering highTc superconductivity has profound
implications. Clearly, a naive Fermi surface nesting picture
for the magnetism is not applicable for this system. Ref.[30]
suggests that the semiconducting antiferromagnetism can be
viewed at the atomic level as due to the exchange interactions
bridged by Se between Fe local moments. We also notice that
the magnetic moment (2.8 µB) and Neel temperature (280 K)
of semiconducting K0.85Fe1.54Se2 are much higher than those
of the 122 iron pnictides [11]. This suggests that correla-
tion physics plays a larger part in the magnetism for this sys-
tem. The large magnetic moment in AxFe2−ySe2 may also ex-
plain why the magnetic resonance intensity in phase-separated
RbxFe2−ySe2 is comparable to that of the phase pure supercon-
ductor BaFe2−xNixAs2 [31, 32]. The fact that this new phase

FIG. 4.
√

2×
√

2 Se distortion in the 122 structure of the supercon-
ducting phase K0.88Fe1.63Se2 (Tc= 30 K). (a, b) Schematic diagram of
Se distortion; the arrows indicate the directions of the atom displace-
ments with respect to perfect lattice. (a) Se distortion along c axis.
(b) Se distortion alonga axis. (c-f)

√
2 ×
√

2 reflections associated
with Se distortion. The Bragg peak intensity increases as increasing
h, suggesting it is nuclear in origin. (c) Omega scans ofQ= (1 0 1)
Bragg peak displays little temperature dependence between5 K to
300 K, indicating the stripe type AF order is completely suppressed.
The weak scattering left is associated with Se distortion. (d) Temper-
ature dependence ofQ= (3 0 1) Bragg peak. (e)Q= (5 0 1) Bragg
peak at 5 K. (f)Q= (7 0 1) Bragg peak at 5 K.

exhibits the same magnetic structure as the parent compounds
of other pnictides raises the possibility that the same magnetic
fluctuations give rise to Cooper pairing despite the mismatch
of the magnetic wavevector and the fermiology in the normal
state [7, 11, 16–18]. In any case, the semiconducting antifer-
romagnet we discovered in this work interpolates between the
antiferromagnetic Mott insulator of the cuprates and the anti-
ferromagnetic semimetal of the iron pnictides. It might open a
new window for finding new magnetic highTc superconduc-
tors.
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